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Abstract
Quantum many-body problem with exponentially large degrees of freedom can be reduced to a
tractable computational form by neural network method [1]. The power of deep neural network
(DNN) based on deep learning is clarified by mapping it to renormalization group (RG), which
may shed lights on holographic principle by identifying a sequence of RG transformations to the
AdS geometry. In this essay, we show that any network which reflects RG process has intrinsic
hyperbolic geometry, and discuss the structure of entanglement encoded in the graph of DNN. We
find the entanglement structure of deep neural network is of Ryu-Takayanagi form. Based on these
facts, we argue that the emergence of holographic gravitational theory is related to deep learning
process of the quantum field theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Solving quantum many-body problem with exponentially large degrees of freedom is a
central task in modern condensed matter field theory. The key point is to find efficient rep-
resentation in which quantum many-body state can be reduced to a tractable computational
form. Neural network is a powerful artificial intelligence technique in representing complex
correlation and finds its applications in representing quantum many-body state recently [1].
The deep reason why neural network can easily extract relevant features from complex data
had been clarified by mapping it to variational renormalization group [2] which plays a key
role in understanding features in complex quantum many-body problems.
Another modern tool to tackle quantum many-body problem is based on AdS/CFT
correspondence[3–5] which relates a quantum field theory to a gravitational theory on anti
de-Sitter space with one higher dimension and thus is a realization of holographic principle
[6, 7]. In AdS/CFT, a sequence of renormalization group (RG) transformations of the CFT
on the boundary of AdS are identified to the AdS geometry [8]. In this essay, we argue that
the emergence of holographic gravitational theory is intimately related to the deep learning
process of the partition function of a quantum field theory.
II. RENORMALIZATION GROUP AS DEEP LEARNING
In this section, we briefly review the equivalence between renormalization group and
deep learning based on [2]. We study N binary spins {vi} (i = 1, 2 · · ·N) in Boltzmann
distribution
P ({vi}) =
e−H({vi})
Z
=
e
∑
iKivi+
∑
ij Kijvivj+
∑
ijk Kijkvivjvk+···
Z
, (1)
where H({vi}) is the Hamiltonian, and Z is the partition function
Z = Trvie
−H({vi}) ≡
∑
v1,···vN=±1
e−H({vi}). (2)
where K = {Ks} is coupling constants. After renormalization, coarse-grained spins {hj} are
introduced and the effective Hamiltonian becomes
HRG({hj}) = −
∑
i
K˜ihi −
∑
ij
K˜ijhihj −
∑
ijk
K˜ijkhihjhk + · · · , (3)
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FIG. 1: Renormalization process of one dimensional system. In the figure, every two adjacent spins
are coarse grained to one effective spin in next layer.
where the coupling constants is renormalized to be K˜ = {K˜s}. This is one step of renormal-
ization. Repeating the above step, more effective spins are introduced, and all of the steps
consist the renormalization group as depicted in Fig.1, where each layer stands for one step
of the RG.
In the RG scheme proposed by Kadanoff, RG process can be understood as follows
e−H
RG({hj}) ≡ Trvie
Tλ({vi},{hj})−H({vi}), (4)
where Tλ({vi}, {hj}) is an adjustable function with parameters {λ} which should be tuned
to make the RG transformation approximately exact.
To model data distribution, neural network also introduces new spin variables {hj} which
is called hidden neurons in the language of neural network. In contrast, physical spin
variables {vi} are called visible neurons. Hidden neurons and visible neurons compose the
restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM). Thus the graph of RBM has the same structure of RG
in Fig.1 and step of RG is called depth in deep learning. The probability of a configuration
of hidden neurons is given by
pλ({hj}) =
∑
{vi}
e−E({vi},{hj})
Z
=
∑
{vi}
e−
∑
j bjhj−
∑
ij viwijhj−
∑
i civi
Z
, (5)
where λ = {bj , wij, ci} are adjustable parameters, and the RBM Hamiltonian for hidden
neurons is defined as
pλ({hj}) =
e−H
RBM
λ
({hj})
Z
. (6)
Above analysis implies there is a following mapping between renormalization group and deep
3
learning
Tλ({vi}, {hj}) = −E({vi}, {hj}) +H({vi}), (7)
HRGλ ({hj}) = H
RBM
λ ({hj}). (8)
Therefore deep neural network (DNN) can be exactly mapped to RG.
III. EMERGENT SPACETIME FROM RENORMALIZATION GROUP
In this section,we will show that any network which reflects RG process has intrinsic
hyperbolic geometry.
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FIG. 2: Renormalization process of one dimensional system, where every two adjacent spins are
coarse grained to one effective spin in next layer.
In Fig.2, we consider one dimensional spin system with translational invariance. Nodes
stand for spin variables, the first line is physical spin {vi}, and remains are coarse-grained
spins {hj}. The RG process is from up to down. We define the coordinates (τ, x) as follows:
every coarse-grained spin is in the same equal-x line, and spins in every step of RG are in
the equal-τ line as depicted in Fig.2. Then the metric ansatz for this graph can be written
as
ds2 = f1(τ)dτ
2 + f2(τ)dx
2 (9)
where f1,2 does not depend on x because of the translational invariance. We assume that the
proper volume of some region is proportional to the number of nodes in the region. Then
the proper distance between x1 line and x2 line is given by
∫ x2
x1
√
f2(τ)dx =
√
f2(τ)∆x = a2
−τ , (10)
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where a is the proper distance between x1 and x2 when τ = 0. Then
f2(τ) = αe
−2τ , (11)
where α is some constant. The proper distance between τ1 and τ2 should be a constant
because we place every layer of spins on the same τ .∫ τ2
τ1
√
f1(τ)dτ = constant, (12)
then f1(τ) = constant. This is a free parameter and we can safely set it to α. Then the
metric becomes
ds2 = α[dτ 2 + e−2τdx2], (13)
which is recognized as Euclidean dS2, and after coordinate transformation τ = log z, it
cames to
ds2 =
α
z2
[dz2 + dx2], (14)
which is the metric of hyperbolic plane H2.
We would like to comment that scale transformation consists the coarse grain process
and it is isometric, the only Euclidean geometry which is invariant under isometry of scale
transformation is Euclidean dSd and Hd.
IV. ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY FROM DEEP NEURAL NETWORK
The deep neural network(DNN) or RBM of renormalization process can be depicted as
[2] where only nearby nodes are linked, and we call it short-ranged RBM. In [9], the authors
proved that all short-ranged RBM states exhibit area-law entanglement. In this section, we
will show how the structure of entanglement is encoded on the graph of deep neural network.
We choose a sub-region A consisting N˜ nodes of the physical spin system. After τ =
log2 N˜ steps of RG, A is coarse-grained to one node. In Fig.3 we can see that the minimal
number of links that should be cut to apart A from the remained region is given by n ∝ τ ,
because on average across every layer there is one link should be cut, as depicted by dashed
line in Fig.3. As pointed in [10] every local tensor network has neural network representation,
we argue that the entanglement entropy SA of A is proportional to the number of links that
are cut just like the case of tensor network. Explicitly,
SA ∝ cn ∝ cτ = c log2 N˜ , (15)
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FIG. 3: Deep neural network representation of renormalization of one dimensional spin system.
The link between neurons stands for wij .
which is precisely the logarithm law in one dimensional system, and c is the proportional
constant which is related to the logarithm of the dimensions of the Hilbert space of every
link. The cut line (dashed line in Fig.3) can be viewed as the reminiscence of the Ryu-
Takayanagi(RT) surface in AdS/CFT [11].
We have seen that deep neural network has the power to encode holography. There are
some basic reasons why we need deep neural network but not shallow neural network (SNN)
which has only one layer of hidden neurons:
(i) DNN can efficiently represent most physical state, while shallow neural network is
unable[12];
(ii) When the system is at critical point, the number of hidden neurons grows obviously to
obtain accurate approximation of the physical state [13]. This qualitatively agrees with RG
scheme. And quantum field theory at critical point can always be described by conformal
field theory from which AdS can emerge;
(iii) Any (local) tensor network state has a (local) neural network representation if the
number of hidden neurons is sufficiently large[10]. And one special tensor network which can
encode holography is multi-scale entanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA) [14, 15].
Based on these observations, we conclude that, to encode holography, we need DNN,
instead of SNN.
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V. DISCUSSION
In this essay, we show that spacetime in some sense can be viewed as an emergence from
deep neural network of quantum state and the entanglement structure is of the RT form.
This gives rise to an alternative way towards understanding the basic mechanism of the
holography.
There are some interesting future directions to study. For example, the deep neural
representation of the partition function of the boundary quantum field theory
Z =
∑
{vi},{hj}
e−E({vi},{hj}) =
∑
{vi},{hj}
e−
∑
j bjhj−
∑
ij viwijhj−
∑
i civi . (16)
may also be recognized as bulk gravitational partition function. Particularly, {hj} can be
regarded as a bulk field which is an external source of the boundary CFT field {vi}. The
term
∑
ij viwijhj may be understood as
∫
ddxφ(x)O(x) term in GKP-W dictionary [4, 5],
where φ(x) is bulk field and O(x) is boundary field. This is the power of deep neural network
and up to now tensor network does not have access to GKP-W dictionary which plays a key
role in AdS/CFT.
Another interesting future problem is the causal structure of deep neural network. Just
like MERA [16], deep neural network may exhibit intrinsic causal structure and give rise to
Lorentz signature, then the time axis may emerge from depth of deep neural network.
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